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Welcome to UCSD!!



Things you have to do!
•  High priority!
–  Find place to live.!
–  Get driverʼs license.!
–  Learn way to campus.!
–  Do essential shopping.!

•  Highest priority!
–  Find advisor.!
–  Start research.!



Why I volunteered for this job!
•  Former Gradcom chair!

!From end-of-year interviews: finding 
an advisor is leading cause of stress.!

•  Personal experience!
!Beginning students thrive on research.!
!Possible to publish in 1st or 2nd year.!
!Most failure modes are avoidable.!
!Luck favors the well-prepared.!



This talk!
•  How to:!
–  Find and keep an advisor.!
–  Choose and solve a problem.!
–  Disseminate your results.!

•  Themes!
–  Grad school is not (at all) like college.!
–  Take initiative; be opportunistic.!



How to find an advisor?!



http://www.cseHarmony.com!

                                          Rajesh!
                                          Professor, CSE!



Student-advisor relationships!
•  Last a long time!
–  Five years to PhD (and then beyond)!
–  Breaking up is hard to do!

•  Depend on trust!
–  Your careers are intertwined.!
–  It helps to like the person.!

•  Evolve with time!
–  Start as master and apprentice.!
–  Mature into equals.!



Roles and responsibilities!
•  What advisors do for you!
–  Intellectual guidance!
–  Moral and/or financial support!
–  Professional advocacy!

•  What students do for them!
–  Research engine!
–  Source of novel ideas!
–  Multi-faculty collaborations!



Why and when it works!
•  Mutual needs and commitments!
–  Students need advisors and vice versa.!
–  Both share time, energy, and ideas.!
–  Advisors are a resource.!
–  Students are an investment.!

•  Very different than:!
–  Undergraduate advising!
–  Humanities and social sciences!



Questions to ask yourself!
•  Substance!
–  What areas of CS interest you most?!
–  What type of work do you enjoy?!
–  What are your strengths, weaknesses?!

•  Style!
–  Which teachers do you like, and why?!
–  Do you like to work alone?!
–  Do you take direction well?!



Approaching faculty!
•  Common mistakes!
–  not approaching at all (!)!
–  not providing context!
–  approaching too late (without support)!
–  gold-digging!

•  Best practices!
–  take courses with potential advisors!
–  use independent study as trial period!
–  show flexibility in research interests!
–  team with older students!



Selling yourself!
•  By email:!

–   broad areas of research interest!
–   relevant undergraduate experience!
–   graduate coursework (and grades)!
–   interactions with other students!
–   papers you have read!
–   statement of current support!
–   current course schedule!

•  In person:!
–   keep appointments!
–   lose the cell phone!



Funding models!
•  External fellowship!

Ex: NSF, IGERT, industry, government.!
Very attractive to potential advisors. !

•  Research stipend!
Advisor pledges financial support.!
Very attractive to potential students.!

•  Mixed support!
From advisor, department, and teaching.!
Very common and workable.!



A balanced course schedule!
•  One breadth!

!Algorithms, complexity, architecture, 
operating sytems, etc. !

•  One foundation course!
!Introductory course for graduate 
students in a particular research area.!

•  Seminar or independent study!
!Vehicle for testing a potential advisor 
relationship.!



Donʼt be one of these!!
•  Lone ranger!

 !Student with external support who 
does not engage faculty.!

•  Wishful thinker!
!Student who persists in area despite 
lack of space and/or funding.  !

•  Bookworm!
!Student who seeks comfort in 
classes, as opposed to research.!



Keeping an advisor!
•  Communicate!

 !By email, instant messaging, in 
person, etc.  Be available.!

•  Set clear goals!
!Know what is expected of you from 
one meeting to the next.  !

•  Ask questions!
!Do not worry about seeming dense.  
Worry about seeming uninterested.!



Become independently wealthy!
•  Apply for fellowships!

 !Government: NSF, DoD, DoE, etc.!
!Industry: MSR, Google, Intel, AT&T. !

•  Strategize early!
!Secure letters from UCSD professors.!
!Work summers in industry.  !

•  Make an effort!
!Why should faculty try if you donʼt?!
!Just as important as grad school apps!!



CSE Fellowship Web Page!

http://www-cse.ucsd.edu/node/201!

NSF deadline: Nov 13!!



Timeline!
•  During fall quarter!

 !Talk to all prospective advisors, and 
meet their students.!

•  By end of winter quarter!
!Complete independent studies with 
one or more faculty members.  !

•  By end of spring quarter!
!Match and bind with faculty advisor,  
even if you have your own support.!



Themes!
•  Grad school is not like college.!
–  More like an apprenticeship.!
–  Coursework is only a means to an end.!
–  Expectations are very different. !

•  Take initiative; be opportunistic.!
–  Position and sell yourself.!
–  Seek out faculty with shared interests.!
–  Seek out external fellowships.!



Choose and solve a problem.!



Start small!
•  Find a well-defined problem!

 !Ex: re-[derive/implement] a previous 
result, then extend it in some way.!

•  Impress your advisor!
!Work habits, clarity of thought, ability 
to work alone, background reading.!

•  Build confidence!
!Not only for yourself, but also for your 
(potential) advisor.!



Work habits!
•  Schedule for research!

 !You neednʼt do research every day: 
just on the days that you eat.!

•  Balance with coursework!
!Courses have constant deadlines.  
Set deadlines for your research, too.!

•  Vary your research diet!
!Reading, writing, problem-solving, 
programming, brainstorming, etc.!



Clarity of thought!
•  Prepare for meetings!

!Be able to summarize one weekʼs work 
in 10-15 minutes.!

•  Keep a log/blog/wiki!
!Be able to recall the results of last 
monthʼs experiments.!

•  Write up intermediate work!
!Proofs, calculations, etc: whatever 
overflows your advisorʼs whiteboard.!



Working independently!
•  Read, read, read!

!You will read many, many papers for 
every one you write yourself.!

•  Learn the subfield!
!Your project is a vehicle to master a 
small but technical body of knowledge.!

•  Fill in gaps!
!You will learn more through (self-
directed) research than courses.!



FAQs!
•  How often to meet?!

 !Depends on advisor, problem, and 
frequency of other communication.!

•  How to entice your advisor?!
!Report a preliminary demo, draft, or 
experimental result.!

•  What if you get stuck?!
!It happens to everyone.  Use your 
advisor as a resource.!



Take ownership.!
•  Pre-empt your advisor!

 !Suggest your own directions, as well 
as asking for guidance.!

•  Have internal goals!
!Monitor calls-for-papers of upcoming 
workshops and conferences.!

•  Branch out!
!Look for connections to other work 
in the department and the field.!



Mix with the upper classes.!

•  Seek advice from n-years!
–  teachers and courses!
–  tutorials and references!

•  Collaborate!
–  build on earlier work in lab!
–  provide manpower!



Time management!
•  As an undergraduate!
–  Follow the academic calendar.!
–  Relax over academic holidays.!

•  As a graduate student!
–  Follow the conference calendar.!
–  Relax after conference deadlines.!

•  Make the shift!
–  Missed opportunities are costly.!
–  Setbacks are measured in months.!



Themes!
•  Grad school is not like college.!
–  More open-ended and self-directed.!
–  Learn more by doing, not studying.!
–  Conference vs academic calendar.!

•  Take initiative; be opportunistic.!
–  Own your research projects.!
–  Fill in your own gaps: read!!
–  Monitor and document your progress.!



Disseminating your results!



Phases of research!
•  Discovery is:!
–  unbridled fun!
–  full of creative “eureka” moments  !

•  Speaking and writing are:!
–  eating your vegetables!
–  reviewing and rehashing old thoughts!

•  Some overlap:!
–  fun when others appreciate your work!
–  to explain is to understand!



Speaking and writing!
•  Challenges!
–  clarity of technical exposition!
–  time and/or page limits!
–  absolute deadlines!
–  high (professional) standards!

•  How to improve!
–  practice, practice, practice!
–  accept weakness; embrace criticism!
–  multiple rehearsals and drafts!
–  read voraciously (not just papers) !



Spreading the word!
•  Writing!
–  technical reports!
–  workshop & conference submissions!
–  journal papers!

•  Speaking!
–  weekly lab meetings!
–  area seminar!
–  conference oral presentation!



Venues!
•  Conferences!
–  non-iterative peer review!
–  page limits, strict deadlines!
–  poster or oral presentation!

•  Journals!
–  iterative peer review!
–  no page limits!
–  no deadlines (except special issues)!



Venues!
• Workshops!
–  invited abstracts!
–  oral presentations!

• Technical report!
–  self-publishing on web page!
–  no page limit, no deadlines!



You are …!
•  Not to blame for writing poorly now!
–  CS majors do not write much!
–  technical writing is not emphasized!
–  you cannot improve without feedback!

•  In deep trouble if you do not improve!
–  poorly written papers get rejected!
–  you are mainly known by your papers!
–  this is your last chance to learn!



You can learn to write well.!
•  Just like programming:!
–  Style is substance.!
–  There are rules and conventions.!
–  You can develop good taste.!
–  There is no substitute for practice.!

•  Raise your standards:!
–  Commit to writing clearly.!
–  Bad prose is as unacceptable as 2+2=5.!



Common practices!
•  The good:!
–  Asking colleagues for feedback.!
–  Allowing time for multiple revisions.!

•  The bad:!
–  Writing up to the deadline.!
–  Under-estimating the readerʼs pain.!

•  And the ugly:!
–  Using your advisor for clean-up.!
–  Blaming the reviewers.!



CSE 291. Scientific writing!
•  Writing tips from:!
–  rhetoric!
–  linguistics!
–  psychology!

•  To write:!
–  More clearly.!
–  More quickly.!
–  More persuasively.!



Speaking!
•  Common mistakes!
–  too much technical detail!
–  too many words, not enough pictures!
–  too much information per slide!
–  running overtime!

•  Best practices!
–  rehearse early and often !
–  model your audience!



Do as I say, not as I do …!

Not
 enough
 visuals.!

Bad jokes.!

Tiny, unreadable print.!



Plagiarism!
•  Know the definition!
–  intentional or unintentional use of!
! other work without sufficient credit!
–  citation may be insufficient!
–  ask if you have questions!

•  Consequences!
–  dismissal from the program!
–  the end of your research career!
–  bad karma!



Conclusion!
•  Goals!
–  find an advisor!
–  for (n=0; n<MAXINT; n++) {!
!    solve some problem;!
!    publish your results;!
!    present your work;!

    }!
•  Target timelines!
–  one year to find an advisor!
–  two years for first research “cycle”!



Good luck!!

Remember: luck favors the well-prepared.!
           Also: your current profs can help.!


